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INTRODUCTION 
The deta,iled preparation required in attempting a mission of 
the magnitude and scope of PROJECT MERCURY obviously 
cannot and need not be covered in a document of the handbook 
type. Prior to any actual attempt to launch a manned capsule, 
many weeks will be spent in an ext ens i v e training and 
familiarization program. The information contained in this 
manual, therefore, will pre-suppose a detailedknowledge ofthe 
capsule systems and will be confined, for the most part, to 
procedural data. Detailed descriptions and operation of the 
various capsule systems are contained in Service Engineering 
Department Report (SEDR) 104 "PROJECT MERCURY FAMIL­
IARIZATION MANUAL", 
SCOPE 
This handbook covers operation of Mercury capsule No. 7 
fP..edst0!!~ R2.l!istj~)_ For n~ndh0~}~~ co,,;~rtr~g C~~,C~ ~apG:'!}·~s> 
refer to SEDR 109 (capsules 18 and 19) or to SEDR 109-10 
(capsules 10, 11, 15, 16, and 17), 
", 
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ARRANGEMENT 
The material contained in this manual has been divided as 
follows: 
NORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES - This sectionwill cover 
a complete normal mission, with expanded checklist type 
instructions. 
EMERGENCY' OPERATING PROCEDURES - This section 
attempts to anticipate every emergency that might arise during 
the mission. Each emergency is discussed and instructions 
are provided in expanded checklist form. 
'J'HotJBLE SHOOTING - Simpliffed sYfltem schematics are con­
tained in this seclion. 
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PRE-LAUNCH 

PRE-ENTRANCE 
The Pre-Entrance Checks are completed just prior to entering 
the capsule. The Tower Jettt Capsule Sep, Main Deploy, and 
Reserve Deploy sequence override rings actuate squibs when 
pulled and have ground safety pins installed when the squibs 
a re installed. 
ENTRANCE 
As soon as the intercom is checked, confirm all Pre-Entrance 
checks. When all sUit connections are completed, the ground 
crew performs a suit circuit leakage check, purges the suit 
system, and disconnects the external oxygen supply. Remove 
the ground safety pins and give them to the ground crew just 
prior to hatch installation. 
INTERIOR INSPECTION 
WARNING I 
Do not operate hand controller to prevent possible 
injury to personnel or damage to equipment by the 
control jets. 
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.. 	 ENTRANCE 

PRE-ENTRANCE 
1. 	Sequence override ring groWld safety pins 

INSTALLED 

2. 	 Hand controller - LOCKED 
3. 	Transmit switch - OFF 
4. 	Abort handle - LOCKED 
5. 	Squib switch - OFF 
ENTRANCE' 
1. 	All suit connections - CONNECTED 
2. 	 Visor seal oxygen supply - ON 
3. 	 Visor seal oxygen supply pressure - 1800 
4. 	 Intercom - CHECK 
5. 	 Restraint harness - FASTENED 
6. 	Suit Fan switch - NO. 1 
7. 	 Remove safety pins and give to ground crew. 
INTERIOR INSPECTION 
. 2. Six Battery swItcnes - ON 
3. 	Abort handle - LOCKED 
4. 	Survival kit - SECURED 
5. 	 Flasblight - STOWED 
6. 	Shoulder harness reel handle - UNLOCKED 
7. 	Window shutters - AS DESIRED 
8. 	All fuse switches - NO. 1 POSITION 
9. 	Cabin Lites switch - ON 
10. Gyro switch - NORMAL 
11. ASes Mode Sel. SWitch - NORMAL 
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Figure 1-3 
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INTERIOR INSPECTION 
.. 
12. Auto Retro Jett switch - DIS-ARM 
13. Control fuel handles - IN 
a. Man Cont Fuel handle - PUSH ON 
b. ASCS Roll handle - PUSH ON 
c. ASCS Yaw handle - PUSH ON 
d. ASCS Pitch handle - PUSH ON 
14. Retro Heater switch - OFF 
15. Co~trol fuel quantity gages - CHECK 
a. Auto fuel'- 1000,6 
b. Manual fuel - 100% 
16. Snorkel ring - IN 
17. Ldg. Bag switch - AUTO 
18. Rescue Aids switch - OFF 
19. De-Compress ring - PUSH CLOSED 
20. Pressurize ring - PUSH TO RESET 
21. All sequence override rings - IN 
22. In Retro Att switch - AUTO RET ATTITUDE 
23. 	 Signal Lights Test switch - ON 
Actuate the Signal Lights Test switch and check that 
all warning lights, indicator lights, and telelights 
except "Launch Oxy" illuminate. 
24. Accelerometer - SET 
25. Beacon switch - GRND CO:MMD 
26. Altimeter - CHECK 
at launch pad. 
27. Main panel fuse switches - NO. 1 
28. Hi-Watt Tele switch - GRND COMMD 
29. Map Case - SECURED 
30. Periscope - CHECK 
a. Set antiCipated retrograde altitude on altitude scale. 
'.. b. Rotate sun-moon index through 360 0 and check that 
index rotates smoothly. 
c. Check that drift knob smoothly rotates drift grid 
_ throughout range. 
• 
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INTERIOR INSPECTION 
d. Rotate filter selector knob through all four positions 
return to CLEAR. 
e. Check operation of magnification control and set to t
• 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
.... 50. 
51. 
52. 
low magnification. 
f. Manual extension-retraction handie 
g. Manual engage lever - DISENGAGED 
Squib switch - OFF 
Rate of descent indicator - 0 
Satellite clock - CHECK 
a. Wind knob - FULLY WOUND 
b. Check time of day with ground control. 
c. Elapsed time counter - ZERO . 
Rate Ind switch - AUTO 
Attitude-Rate indicators - CHECK 
a. Rate indicators - 0"/sec. 
- STOWED 

b. Attitude indicators - To be specified for each flight 
Launch Control switch - OFF 
Cabin pressure indicator - CHECK 
Cabin temperature - CHECK 
Coolant Quantity indicator - 100% 
Humidity indicator - CHECK 
C02 Partial pressure indicator - LESS THAN .04 PSI 
Oxygen Quantity indicator - CHECK 
C~b~n Fan DWitCh. - NORM 
Suit jlan switcil -
Stby Batt switch 

Isol Batt switch 

DC Pwr switch ­
Ammeter switch 

i~OHl\i 
- AUTO 
- NORM 
NORM 
- NORM 
Ammeter - LESS THAN 21 AMPS 
DC voltmeter - CHECK 
DC Volts meter should read 28 volts with the volt­
meter selector knob in all positions. 
DC Volts knob - MAIN BUS 
Stby Invert switch - AUTO 
1-9 
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COUNTDOWN 
These checks will be read out by the test director. Call ou 
the action as it is accomplished. The Escape System Check 
is accomplished as soon as the gantry is clear while the 
Pre-Launch Check is accomplished after T-7 minutes. 
Note 
There will be some checkswhich require response 
to interrogation concerning various indicators or 
operation of controls and switches as directed to 
prove the integrity of capsule systems. The speci­
fic checks will be determined by the test director 
and are not listed here. 
WARNING 1 
The Squib switch must be in the A RM position be­
fore the escape system can receive power. 
[. ~~~ING I 
PlaCing the Squib switch to the ARM position arms 
the Retro Fire button, J ett .,Retro button, Drogue 
button, Main Deploy ring and Reserve Deploy ring, 
allowing these override controls to operateWHEN­
EVER they are actuated REGARDLESS of the cap­
". sule condition or the phase of the mission. The 
escape rocket will also fire iftheSep Capsule ring 
is pulled after capsule umbilical disconnect. 
1-10 
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COUNTDOWN 
53. Audio Bus switch - NORM 
54. 	 AC voltmeter - 115 volts 

AC voltmeter should read 115 volts with theAC volts 

switch in the FANS or ASCS position. 

55. AC Volts switch - FANS 
56. Transmit switch - OFF 
57. Comm Audio volume wheels - AS DESIRED 
58. UHF DF switch - NORM 

59, UHF Select switch - NORM 

60. Emerg 02 lever - NORM (PULL INTO DETENT) 
61. Suit Temp. selector - AS DESIRED 
62. Cabin Temp selector - AS DESIRED 
63. Knife - STOWED 
64. Food and water containers - SECURED 
65. Waste container - SECURED 
COUNTDOWN 
. Escape System Check 
1. Squib switch - ARM 	 i. L 
2. Auto Retro Jett switch - ARM 
3. Isolated battery voltage - CHECK 
4. 
5. 
the voltage of the isolated battery. An immediate 
hold will be required if the isolated battery is below 
28 volts. 
"Mayday" light - MONITOR 
When cleared by ground command, check the communi­
cation systems. 
a. Transmit switch - UHF 
b. UHF Select switch - NORM 
c. Contact ground control over the normal UHF set. 
d. UHF Selector switch - RESERVE 
1-11 
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LAUNCH 
During launch, the operation of the capsule is completely auto­
matic. Therefore, the only action required will be to monitor
... 
..all instruments and warning lights to guard against a malfunc­ " 

tion of some component. Closely monitor the "Mayday" warn­

ing light and actuate the abort handle if it illuminates. If the 

elapsed time counter fails to start at launch, depress the 

Time Zero button. Check that the "Tower Jett" telelight il­

luininates green when the booster engines shut off and the 

"Capsule Sep" telelight illuminates green 10 seconds after the 

booster engine shuts off. 

SEPARATION 
The separation check list should be completed as soon as 
possible after the capsule separates from the booster. Donot 
open faceplate except in an emergency. 
Tbe cabin pressure must be 5.0 ± 1.0 psi and 
"Launch Oxy" telelight not illuminated before 
opening the belmet faceplate. 
-.. 
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LAUNCH -SEPARATION 
e. Contact ground control over the reserve UHF set. 
f. UHF Selector switch - NORM 
g. Check HF Receiver.
.. h. Key button - CHECK 
6. Hi-Watt Tele switch - CaNTIN 
7. Beacon switch - CaNTIN 
Pre-Launch Check 
1. Check time with blockhouse. 
2. Transmit switch - UHF 
3. Squib switch - ARM 
4. Auto Retro Jett switch - ARM 
5. Restraint harness - LOCKED & SECURE 
6. Periscope - RETRACTED 
7. "Retract" light - OFF 
8. Launch Control switch - READY 
9. Arms and hands - POSITIONED 
LAUNCH 
During launch, check that the elapsed time counter starts 
and monitor the "Mayday" warning light, "Tower J ett" 
telelight) and the "Capsule Sep" telelight. 
SEPARATION 
1. All instruments - CHECK 
2. Attitude Indicator - CHECK 
Capsule should be in orbit attitude (14 1/2 0 small end 
. down). 
1-13 
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CAPSULE 5T ABILIZATION 
Automatic Mode 
During all phases of normal operation, proper capsule attitude 
is maintained by the automatic stabilization control system 
(ASCS). 
l­
• 
Note 
IT ASCS a-c power has been,interrupted, cage the 
gyros, level the capsule, blunt end forward, and 
, then uncage the gyros before returning to the auto­
matic mode. 
Note 
IT the normal control system fails, the attitude 
indicating system may be unreliable since it is 
slaved to the ASCS attitude gyros. 
,Fly-By-Wite Mode 
The fly-by-wire mode generally would not be used unless 
manual control is required and the manual mode is inopera­
tive or manual fuel is low. The fly-by-wire mode is used 
with the manual mode if manual control is required during 
, Manual Mode 
The manual mode is normally usedwhen manual control of the 
capsule is desired. It is also used during retrograde if the 
auto mode is inoperative. The manual mode can be used in 
conjunction with the fly-by-wire mode to provide additional 
control torque during retrograde. The use of manual plus 
. fly-by-wire for retrograde should consume less fuel per 
; system., 
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STABILIZATION 
. , CAPSULE STABtLIZA nON 
Fly-By-Wire Mode 
To use the fly-by-wire control system, perform the f01l0W~'lg: 
1. ASeS Mode Sel switch - FLY-BY-WffiE 
2. Manual fuel handle - PULL OFF 
3. Use hand controller to maintain desired attitude.. 
To return to the normal control system: 
4. ASes Mode Sel switch - NORMAL 
5. Manual fuel handle - PUSH ON 
Manual Mode 
To use the manual control system with ASeS damping, per­
form the following: 
1. Manual fuel handle - PUSH ON 
2. ASeS Mode Sel switch - AUX·DAMP 
3. Use hand controller to maintain 0.. 'Ted attitude. 
4. ASeS Mode Sel switch - NORMAL 
'.. 
., 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
Separate control knobs for controlling suit and cabin tempera­
tures are located on the right console. Adjust the suit and 
cabin temperature for maximum comfort. Cabin pressure is 
normally maintained at 5.1 psia. If it becomes necessary to 
open the faceplate, check that cabin pressure is normal and 
"Launch Oxy" telelight Is not illuminated. Closely monitor 
the cabin pressure and "Launch O:<y" telelight whenever the 
faceplate is open and be prepared to close the faceplate 
immediately if the "Launch Oxy" telelight illuminates or at 
any sign of dropping cabin pressure. 
WARNING I 
In the' event of sudden cabin depressurization, the 
faceplate must be ('losed and sealed immediately. 
ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 
AC and DC electrical power is automatically controlled and 
distributed to the capsule systems. Refer to Figures 3-1 
and 3-2. Monitor the power supply system indicators in order 
to become immediately aware of any impending failure. Such 
failures will normally be indicated by a low reading on the 
A C or DC voltmeter, an abnormal reading on the DC ammeter, 
0;'- ilhjj","::tt;on t)f ~he HStby P-_C ~~uto" ~!' "Stby DC ;.uto" 
warning lights. 
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COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
UHF voice communication is available thl'oughout the mission 
with either the main or reserve UHF communications set. 
To use the UHF transmitter, place the Transmit switch to UHF 
and select the main or reserve transmitter with the UHF Se­
lect switch. The PTT button on the abort handle must be de­
pressed to transmit until after capsule separation as the VOX 
is disabled until this time. Either the main or reserve UHF 
receiver, depending upon the position of the UHF Select 
switch, is operative at all times. The HY transmitter can be 
used at any time until antenna fairing jettison by placing the 
Transmit switch to HF. 
Do not use the HF transmitter until after capsule 
separation to prevent possible damage to the 
Bicone antenna system and!or the HF transmitter. 
The HF receiver operates continuously until antenna fairing 
separation. The HF Rescue set may be used after impact, 
if the HF Rescue antenna is de~~r::,:,d. 'T'h~ commanrl rp(~l'ive:r 
Ii> 0vt:i-aUvt: i;iU'oughoui: the mission and may be usea. for re­
ceiving voice communications in the event the UHF and HF 
receivers fail. The low power (high frequency) telemetry 
transmitter may be used for transmitting code with the Key 
button on the main console if all voice transmitters fail. 
1-17 
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RETROGRADE 
-
.. 
The retrograde sequence is normally initiated by the retro­
grade clock; however, it can be initiated by depressing the 
Retro Seq button or by ground command. The "Start Retro 
Seq" telelight illuminates green at retro event time. The 
capsule should start rotating to retrograde attitude and the 
"In Retro Att" telelight should illuminate green within 10 
seeonds after the "Start RetroSeq" telelight illuminates green. 
WARNING I 
If there has been a malfunction ofthe attitude indi­
cating system, the ASeS may energize the attitude 
permission relay and permit the retrograde rockets 
to fire even though the capsule is not in the retro­
grade attitude. 
If the Auto Retro J ett switch is in the ARM position, 
the retrograde package will jettison 60 seconds 
after the retrograde fire command even ifno retro­
grade rockets have fired. 
Be prepared to manually orientate capsule if the "Retro Attlt 
telelight does not illuminate green or if the capsule is not in 
the retrograde attitude. The "Retro Fire" telelight illuminates 
green when the No. 3 retrograde rocket fires. 
1-18 
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RETROGRADE, 
RETROGRADE 
1. Auto Retro Jett switch - DISARM ~
. 
2. "Start Retro Seq" telelight - GREEN 
3. "In Retro Att" telelight - GREEN 
4. Crosscheck attitude indicator and periscope. 
5. "Retro Fire" telelight - GREEN 
6..After "Retro Fire" telelight illuminates green, Auto 

Retro Jett switch - ARM 

NOTES 
,.
L_ 
•. 
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RE-ENTRY 
60 seconds after the retro fire signal, t.he retrograde 9ackage 
is jettisoned and the ASCS positions the capsule in the re­
entry attitude. As soon as the capsule is in the re-entry 
attitude, cross check the periscope and attitude indicator to 
be sure that the capsule is in the correct attitude. The peri­
scope is retracted 30 seconds after the retrograde package is 
jettisoned. 
I'
• 
WARNING I 
Be sure the periscope has fully retracted. If the 
periscope does not completely retract, the peri­
scope door will not close causing the cabin to 
overheat during re-entry. 
When the capsule enters the atmosphere and deceleration 
reaches .05g the .05g relay will shut off attitude hold, engage 
rate damping, and initiate a constant 10"/sec. slow roll to 
minimize touchdown dispersion. Pitch and yaw rates should 
not exceed 2°/sec. 
Capsule 7 has no two-speed roll rate circuit, 
therefore the roll rate indicator will not show roll 
rates above 6 0 / sec. Ifdesired, the roll rate may be 
controlled manually, to maintain a roll rate below 
6°/sec. 
'.. 
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RE-ENTRY 
RE-ENTRY 
1. 	 "Jett Retro" telelight illuminates green 60 seconds 
after retro fire signal. 
2. 	 ASCI:) positions the capsule in the re-entry attitude 
(40 0 heat shield down). 
3. 	 Check periscope and attitude indicator. 
4. 	 Check periscope fully retracted. 
5. 	 Monitor attitude indicator until .05G. 
6. 	 ".05G Switch" telelight illuminates green approxi­
mately 140 seconds after retrograde. 
7. 	 Rate indicator shows 60/sec roll rate. 
8. 	 If desired, manually control roll rate. 
a. Manual fuel handle -PUSH ON 
b. Roll fuel handle - PULL OFF 
c. Manually reduce roll rate to 5 0 / sec. 
NOTES 
--------_.-.--_.__ . -------_.. .,... 
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When the capsule descends to 42,000 feet, "Drogue" telelight 
illuminates green if the drogue chute is deployed. At 20,000 
feet, the cabin fan goes off, the Emerg 02 handle moves to 
EMERG and thE: "02 Emerg Flow"light illuminates, indicating 
that the cabin inlet valve has opened, thereby providing cooler 
suit ventilation. Pull the Snorkel ring at 20,000 feetto ensure 
that both the inlet and outlet valves open. At 10,000 feet, a 
set of dual barostats initiates the antenna fairing ejector to 
. jettison the antenna fairing and extend the periscope. Separa­
tion of the antenna fairing will deploy the main chute, turn on 
UHF rescue beacon, switch communications to descent 
antenna, and fire cabin inlet and outlet valve squibs. All re­
maining hydrogen peroxide is also jettisoned at this time 
through the high thrust pitch and yaw reaction jets. When the 
antenna fairing separates from the capsule, the "MainDeploy" 
telelight will illuminate green. Main chute deployment can be 
detected by the opening shock, rate ofdescent, and by observ­
ing the chute through the periscope. The reserve chute may 
be deployed in the event the main chute does not deploy pro­
perly or is damaged. 12 seconds after chute deployment, the 
heat shield is released to deploy the landing bag. The Ldg Bag 
green light will illuminate e:reen as ~oon as the heat shield 
is actua .....fl, .At imp~!'!t) tt-s ~ni:lu~.,;·.vitcha_titiprt!Bsureswitch 
(in parallel) releases the main chute, illuminates the "Rescue 
Aids" telelight red, and energizes the recovery light. Place 
the Rescue Aids switch to POST IMPACT to disconnect the 
reserve c~mte, fire the reserve chute ejector, illuminate the 
"Rescue Aids" telelight green, and deploy the HY recovery 
antenna. 
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LANDING 
1. ''Drogue'' teleUght illuminates green at 42,000 feet. 
2. At 20,000 ft., Snorkel ring - PULL 
3. "~ Emerg Flow" warning light - ILLUMINATED 
4. "Launch Oxy" telelight - ILLUMINATED 
5., "Main Deploy" telelight illuminates green at 10,000 ft. 
6. Check main chute deployment. 
a. Opening shock should be approximately 3-1/2 g's. 
b. Rate of descent indicator shows approximately 32 
ft./sec. 
c. Check chute for proper deployment or damage 
through periscope. 
'1. Ldg Bag green light ­ ILLUMINATED 
8. After impact, Rescue Aids switch - POST IMPACT 
NOTES 
" -
ASIC 
-
AUG 1;) 1960B 
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. RECOVERY AIDS 
Radar reflective chaff is ejected when the drol!;ue chute is 
deployed to aid radar stations in tracking the capsule.. A 
SOFAR bomb is also ejected when the main chute is deployed. 
The UHF recovery beacon will operate during t..t1SCf'nt and 
after landing until capsule recovery. The UHF transmitter 
is switched to CW mode at antenna fairing separation. A 
dye marker and shark repellant are ejected when the reserve 
chute is ej ected. The impact switch actuates the recovery 
flashing light and HF recovery beacon, and switches the HF 
radio to the recovery transceiver. In the O-F mode the UHF 
transmitter will transmit cw continuously for OF homing if 
the UHF OF switch is in the NORM position. The Transmit 
switch must be in the UHF position before the UHF trans­
mitter can be used for communications. To receive on the 
UHF set, place the UHF OF switch in the R/T position. After 
impact, the HF recovery receiver operates continuously and 
the HF recovery beacon transmits continuously for 0 F homing. 
A low-powered, hand-held UHF transceiver is also available 
in the survival kit for OF transmission and voice communica­
tions. 
I 
~ 
EGRESS 
i:;..~~pt in ati eUlt!i"ge'u:':y~. !"€!!la!n in tne e~psul€ hi c·rd~:r tv 
have the protection of the capsule and to have access to the 
recovery aids. 
.i 
:l 
.•. 
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INSERT LATEST CHANGED PAGES. DESTROY SUPERSEDED PAGES. 
.. LIST OF EFFECTIVE PAGESI I 
t­
, NOTE: The portion of [he text affected by the changes is indicated • 
by the vertical line in the outer margins of the page. 
Total number of pages in this publication is 26. 
consisting of the following! 
Paae No. Issue 
Title Page .................................................... Original 

A Page ........................................................ Otiginal 

N·l tbru N·6 ................................................ Original 

E-! [btu E·12 ............._... .............................. Originat 

*The asterisk indicates pages changed,added,or deleted by the current change. 
This check list consists of two parts, normal 
procedures and emergency procedures. The 
numbered items (line items) correspond to 
identically numbered items in the amplified 
procedures in Sections II and TIl of the Capsule 
Flight Operations IV!ann::ll, Emergency proce­
dures are identified by a red and black diagonally 
striped border. 
This check list does not replace" the amplified 
version in the Capsule Flight Operations Manual. 
.. 
To operate the capsule safely and efficiently," 
" you' must thoroughly understand why each step 
is performed and why it occurs in a certain 
sequence. 
A 
seOR 109-7(Cl) 
NORMAL PROCEDURES 
PRE-ENTRANCE 
• 1. Safety pins - INSTALLED .
.... 
2. Hand controller - LOCY"ED 
3. Transmit switch - OFF 
4. Abort Handlp - LOCKED 
5. Sq.uib switch - OFF 
ENTRANCE 
1. Suit connections - CONNECTED 
2. Visor Seal .02 Supply - ON 
3. Visor Seal 02 Press - 1800 PSI 
4. Intercom - CHECK 
5. "Harness - FASTENED 
6. Suit Fan switch - NO. 1 
7. Safety pins - REMOVED 
INTERIOR INSPECTION 
1. Hand controller - LOCKED 
2. Battery switches - ON 
.. 3. Abort handle - LOCKED" 
4. Survival kit - SECURED 
5. Flashlight - STOWED 
6. Shoulder harness - UNLOCKED 
N-l 
SEOR 109-7(CL) 
7. Window shutters - AS DESIRED 
8. All fuse switches - NO. 1 
9. Cabin Lites switch - ON 
10. 	 Gyro switch - NORMAL Ir• 
11. 	 ASCS Mode Sel sw. - NORMAL 
12. 	 Auto Retro J ett. sw. - lJIS· ARM 
13. 	 Control fuel handles - IN 
14. 	 Retro Heater switch - OFF 
15. 	 Fuel·gages - CHECK 
16. 	 Snorkel ring - IN 
17. 	 Ldg. Bag switch - AUTO 
18. Rescue Aids switch - OFF 

. 19. De-Compress ring - IN 

20. 	 Pressurize ring INr 
21. 	 Seq. over-ride rings - IN 
22. 	 In Retro Att. sw. - AUTO RET 

ATTITUDE 

23. 	 Signal Lights Test sw. - ON 
24. 	 Accelerometer - SET 
25. 	 Beacon switch - GRND COMMD 
26. Altimeter - CHECK 

2'1. Fuse switches - NO. 1 

28. 	 Hi-Watt Tele. sw. - GRND COMMD 
29. 	 Map case - SECURED 
30. 	 Periscope - CHECK 
31. 	 Squib switch - OFF 
32. 	 Rate of descent indicator - 0 
33. 	 Satellite clock - CHECK 
34. 	 Rate Ind switch - AUTO 
35. 	 Attitude-Rate indo - CHECK 
.N-2 
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SEDR 109·7(CU 
36. Launch Control switch - OFF 
37. Cabin press. indo - CHECK 
38. Cabin temp. indo - CHECK 
39. Coolant quantity indo - 100% .. 
40. Humidity indo - CHECK 
41. CO2 press indo - BELOW .04 PSI 
42. Oxygen quan. indo - CHECK 
43. Cabin Fan switch - NORM 
44. Suit Fan switch - NORM' 
45. Stby Batt switch - AUTO 
46. Isol Batt switch - NORM 
47. DC Pwr switch - NORM 
48. Ammeter switch - NORM 
49. Ammeter - LESS THAN 21 AMPS 
50. DC voltmeter - CHECK 
51. DC Volts knob - MAIN BUS 
52. Stby Invert switch - AUTO 
53. Audio Bus switch - NORM 
54. AC Voltmeter - 115 'VOLTS 
55. AC Volts switch - FANS 
:::a
..,u. Trunsmit switch - OFF 
57. Audio volume - AS DESIRED 
58. UHF D F switch - NORM 
59. UHF Select switch - NORM 
60. Emerg 02 lever - NORM 
61. Suit Temp - AS DESIRED
'-, 62. Cabin Temp -.AS DESIRED 
63. Knife - STOWED 
·64. Food & water - SECURED 
65. Waste container - SECURED 
N-3 
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COUNTDOWN 
Escape System Check 
1. Squib switch - ARM
• 2. Auto Retro J ett switch - ARM 
3. Isol Btry voltage - CHECK 
4•.Mayday light - MONITOR 
5•.Communications - CHECK 
6. Hi-Watt Tele. switch - ON 
7. Beacon switch - CONTIN 
Pre-Launch Check 
1. Check Time 
2. Transmit switch - UHF 
3. Squib switch - ARM 
4. Auto Retro Jett switch - ARM 
5. Harness . - LOCKED & SECURE 
6. Periscope - RETRACTED 
7. "Rt?tract" light - OFF 
8. Launch Control switch - READ Y 
9. Arms and hands - POSITIONED 
SEPARATION 
". 
1. All instruments - CHECK 
2. Attitude Indicator - CHECK 
N-4 
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CAPSULE STABILIZATION 
Fly-By-Wire Mode' 
1. ASeS switch - FLY-BY-WIRE
• 
.2. Man. fuel handle - PUSH ON 
3. Use hand cont. to maintain att. 
To return to normal: 
4. ASeS switch - NORMAL 
Manual Mode 
1. Man. fuel handle - PUSH ON 
2. ASeS switch - AUX DAMP 
3. Use hand cont. to maintain att. 
To return to normal: 
4. ASeS switch - NORMAL 
RETROGRADE 
1. Auto Retro Jett sw. - DIS-ARM 
2. "Start Retro Seq" light - GREEN 
3. "In Retro Att" light - GREEN 
". 	 4. eheck att. indo and periscope. 
. 5. URetro Fire" light - GREEN 
6. Auto Retro Jett sw. - ARM 
)
. ' 
.. /~ • 
f.
, 
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RE-ENTRY 
. . 
1. "Jett. Retro" telelight - GREEN 
2. Check capsule in re-entry att. 
3. Check periscope and att. indo 
4. Periscope - RETRACTED 
5. Monitor attitude indi.cator. 
6. Monitor It.05G switch" telelight 
7. Rate indicator - 6°/sec roll. 
8. To manually control roll: 
a. Roll handle - PULL 
b. Manual handle - PULL 
c. Reduce roll to 5 0/sec. 
. LANDING 
1. At 42,000 ft. "Drogue" It. - GREEN 
2. At 20,000 ft. Snorkel ring - PULL 
3. "02 Emer Flow" It. - ON 
4. "Launch Oxy" It. - ON 
5. "Main D~ploy" teleiight - GREEN 
6. Check main chute deployment 
7. "Ldg Bag" green light - ON 
8. Rescue Aids sw. - POST IMPACT 
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES . 
ABORT 
21.. Actuate abort handle 
nCapsule Sep" telelight - GREEN 
3. Monitor "Tower JettU light. 
4. Monitor nMain Deploy" light. 
5. If req. Reserve Deploy ring - PULL 
6. Snorkel ring - PULL 
7. Complete normal recovery proc. 
TO~:::: ::t:::~NPULL 
2. If tower fails to jettison: 
a. Twr Sep Cont. fuse - NO. 2 
b. Emer Twr Sep fuse - NO. 2 
~: ~:e:o;:.rs::,ti!~eE;ca~~ru! 

:fuse S\\'. - Nu.-2J 
CAPSULE FAILS TO SEPARATE' 
1. Capsule Sep ring - PULL 
2. If capsule fails to separate: 
a. Emer Cap Sep Con t rol Fuse ­
~ 

~ 

~ 
: 

.04 ~- . 
tT'
';" ~ ~•. 
~ 
rA4 ' 
~ 
NO.2,.., 
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. , 
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~. b. On Aborts - Emer Escape Rckt ~. ~. 
,: 
.. ~ 
. ~ 
...~ 
.~ 
.~... 
....... 
~ ~... 
~ 
...~ ~ 
"... 
~ 
;-'!Y 
~ 
'•. ~ 
~... ~ 
fuse - NO.2,.., 
c. Emer Posigrade fuse - NO. 
FAILURE OF ASCS AUTOMATIC MODE 
2 ~" f. ' 
1. Switch to manual mode. '.d 
2 Auto fuel gage - CHECK ,..... ~, 
If automatic mode failed in one axis: '..,4 
3 Applicable ASCS handle - PULL ,... 
45.: ASCS switch· NORMAL ~ 
Use hand controller. ~ 
FAILURE OF FLY·BY.WIRE MODE ~ 
1 
23'.' 
Auto fuel gage - CHECK 
ASCS switch· NORMAL 
AfA! 
If auto mode fails, manual fuel ~ 
handle - PUSH ON . 
4. ASeS switch - AuX DAMP , 
A:'~U::::::::::e:~LURE ~ 
21•. Manual fuel handle • PUSH ON ~ 
ASCS Switch"; AUX DAMP f"" ~E·2 ~IIIIIIII"'I~ 
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3. Gyro switch ­ CAGE 
4. Place the capsule horizontal. 
5. 	 Gyro switch - NORMAL t"
.. 	 •6. 	 ASCS switch - NORMAL 
7. 	 Check that ASCS returns capsule to 
orbit att. 
CABIN DEPRESSURIZATION 
1. 	 Faceplate - CLOSED 
2. 	 All suit connections - CHECK 
3. 	 De-compress ring - PULL 
CABIN RE-PRESSURIZATION 
1.. De-compress ring - PUSH ~~~~ 
2 Pressurize ring - PULL ~ 
3. At 5 psi, Pressurize ring - IN 
4., Emerg 02 lever - NORM ...~ 
5 Suit Fan switch - NO. 1 ,...~ ~ EX:~S::t::::::~::~ ~::::E 	 ~. 
~ 1. Cabin pressure - CHECK A 
,..~ 2. Launch Oxy light - CHECK ,,~ 
'•. 
"..... 3. If all indo norm, Open Faceplate. ...~ ~ 4. If any indicator not norm, Emerg 02 ~ 
-. "-. lever - EMERG 	 E-3 'J 
.~~~~.I'..I'~	.I'I'.iIfTAI'/~ 
/ • 
, \. . 
~~4"1141'''''''''''IlIA 
~ ~
., 'SEDR 109-TleLl '. 
EMERGENCY OXYGEN ",'" 

~ 1. Emerg 02 lever - EMERG 
2. To return to normal: 

a. Emerg 02 lever - NORM 
b. Suit Fan switch - NO. 1 ~ c. Suit Fan sw. - NORM ~ ALTERNATE SUIT FAN ~ 1. Suit Fan switch - NO.1 
2. Suit Fan sw. - NO.2
~ 3. Emerg 02 lever - EMERG 

. ~ MAIN BAnERY FAILURE 
".... 1. Turn off batt. below 18 volts or ~ 3 volts below bus voltage. 
2. H standby DC Auto light illum.: 
"..4 a. Check bus and batt. voltage. 
".~ b. Turn off low prior, equip. 
~ STANDBY BATTERY FAILURE 
". ~ . L Standby Battery - OFF '..4 ~ 2 Check main & isol. batt. ~ ~ 3: U main batt. low, reduce P:Ower ,,­
~;'IIIIIIII~
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- ~ 
~ 
If main batteries also fail: 	 ~ 
4 	 A udio Bus switch - EMERG ".~ 
5: 	 If main bus power is needed, Isol ~ 
Btry switch - STBY "..,4 
ISOLATED BATTERY FAILURE 	 ~ 
1. 	 Isolated Battery - OFF ~ 
2. 	 Check all battery voltages. 
3. 	 Is01 Btry switch - STDBY "A 
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL FAILURE 	 pr~ 
1. 	Ammeter switch - EMERG 
INVERTER FAILURE 
1. 	Determine which inv. failed. 
'f COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FAILURE 	 tv 
1 Check mike button r .. 
. 2' Check other two comm. sets. FA~ 
. y~ 43 ..' Audio Bus switch - EMERG ~.·.~r
"A Use key button & comd. rec. JP'.. ~ FIRE OR FUMES 	 ~ .:~ 1. Faceplate - CLOSED E-S ~ 
.,IIIIIIIIII~· 
.. 	 •/ , .
. 
" 
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~ SEDR 109-7IClI . ~ 
"'A 2. If fire or fumes are severe, Decomp ~ ~ !: handle - PULL ~ 
,J".... Determine source ""... 
• "',,~ 5. "~,'':;, Tulfm ?ff atuffectdedfefqUiP.".~ equIp. rne 0 ,repress. "..... 
..~ PERISCOPE FAILURE "~ ~ 1. Periscope fuse switch - NO. 2 ~ 
2. Periscope Fuse switch - OFF ",... 
3. Man engage lever - ENGAGED 
..... 4 Ratchet - AS REQUIRED ~ 5: Manually operate periscope. 
",... FAILURE TO START RETRO SEQUENCE 
1. Retro Seq button - DEPRESS 
2. If "Start Retro Seq" light is out: ~ a. Emer Retro Seq fuse - NO. 2 ~ b. Retro Seq button - DEPRESS ~ 3. Retro Fire button - DEPRESS 
4. If capsule is not in retro att.:~ a. Man fuel handle - PUSH ON 
b. ASCS Switch - FLY-BY-WlRE "A ~ ~: ~:~~~~A~t:~::h:~:;~~A~~ ~ 
~ e. Retro Fire button - DEPRESS " 
.,';I.lIIIII""A
/' • 
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~ . SEDR 109.7ICL) V 
• ( ~ FAILURE TO ATTAIN RnRO ATTITUDE' ~. : 
rA 21.' Check att. indo and periscope. AV... If capsule is in retro attitude: ,... 
a. In RetroAtt switch - RETROATT ~ 
~ 3. ~ ;:!~:~i~: ~!to~ -r~t!:R!~ , 
r.... a. Man fuel handle - PUSH ON ~ 
"~.'. b. ASC~. switch -1 FLY-BY-WIRE ..'.:~' ' 
~ c. POSItIon capsu e to retro att. .' 
c '" 
rAf d. If att permis. circuit is operat­
x::;x P: ing, retro rockets fire. ~ 
XY e. If rockets do not fire In Retro ". 
Att switch '- RETROATT BY- ...4 
.' ~ f. ~!t~ Fire button - DEPRESS ~ 
.. 
'~ RETRO ROCKETS FAIL TO FIRE ~ 
,., 1. Check "In Retro A tt" light green. ~ ,~ 2. Retro Fire button - DEPRESS ..... 
'"~ 3. If "Retro Fire" teleUght is red: ,... 
rr... a. No.1, No. 2 and No.3 Retro Rckt ...4 
"'.,4 fuses - O.2'" 
~... b. Retro Man. Contrl fuse - NO. 2 ~ 
'"~ c. Retro Fire button - DEPRESS ". C ~ 4. "Retro Fire" green if No.3 fires · • ~ 
E 7 
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~ SEDR 109-7CCLl 	 . ~ 
~ FAILURE TO MAINTAIN RETRO ATTITUDE . - ~ 
~ 1_ Squib switch _ OFF 	 ,r, ." 
• .~.... 32.' 	 capsule retro ~~ Reposition to att.Y. In Retro Att sw. - RETRO ATT 
T~ BYPASS 
JY... 4. Squib switch - ARM "'...4
'..t4 5. Retro Fire button - DEPRESS ~ 
,... RETRO 	PACKAGE FAILS TO JEniSON ~ ~ 	 ,..~ 

,.~ 1. Jett Retro button - DEPRESS ~ J7.1 2. H Retro package does not jett: T~ 
...... a. Retro J ett fuse - No. 2 ~ 
~ b. Emer Retro J ett fuse - No. 2 l' 
"... 3. Jett Retro button - DEPRESS .., 
'" ASCS CANNOT MAINTAIN RE-ENTRY ATTITUDE .,. 
~. ~1.... 	 !,:1anual fuel handle - PUSH ON .,,"" 
.. 	 ASCS switch - AUX DAMP ,.. . 
Periscope Fuse - OFF ~ 4. 	 Position capsule to re-entry att. 
"..fl 5. 	 ASCS switch - NORMAL .....
:4 6 	 Use periscope to see if ASCS main- ,.., 
""..fl . 	taiIi.s re-entry attitude. .~ ~ 7. 	 H ASCS maintains attitude, Peri- ~ 
,.... scope Fuse - NO.1., ~ E·8 '. , "l111111111'"~ 
'./ . 
f:'IIIIIIIII~~ 
~ SlDR 1 09·7(CLI ~ 
\ 	 ,..~ 8. If ASCS will not maintain att.: ~ ~ ~: :~~t:~i~~~;ntrUy~~~~:. ~ •• y~ c. At .05g, Periscope Fuse - NO.1· ~ 
d. 	 ASCS starts 7°/sec roll. ~ 
~.05G SWITCH FAILURE 	 ., 
1.' .050 button - DEPRESS ~ 
2 ASCS .05G and Emer .05G fuse J':. 
switches - NO. 2 "..d 
3..05G button - DEPRESS ~ 
DROGUE CHUTE FAILURE 	 ~ 
1. 	 Drogue button - DEPRESS ~ 
2. 	 If EdrogueD chute Ddoels nfu0t deNPloOY2: ',A 
a. mer rogue ep oy se -. ", 
b. 	Drogue button - DEPRESS , 
", ANTENNA FAIRING FAILS TO JEnISON ~ 
.. .4 1. Check for chute deploym ent ~ ~ 2. Main Deploy ring - PULL ~ r.. 3. Check for chute deployment ~ 
,. 4. Erner. Main Sys A fuse - NO. 2 ~ 
,.~ MAliN. CHUTE FAILURE 	 ~ 
/'".-... Reserve Depl. ring - PULL 	 ".. ~ 	 E-9 ~ 
-~.. "-"1111A'IIIn 
, I 
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~ RESERVE CHUTE FAILURE - ' • 
.~ 1. , Reserve Dep!. Sys A fuse - NO.2"" ' ~ LANDING BAG FAlLS TO DEPLC: Y ~ 
~ 1. Landing Bag switch - MAN "... 
..4 CHUTE'FAILS TO RELEASE ~ 
",", . 1. Reserve Dep!. ring - PULL ~ 
~ 2 If capsule is, tumbling, stay in seat. "..4 

...4 3: If capsule is. not bouncing or tumbl- ".~ 

". ing: 

... a. Remove right side of instrument 

". panel and escape hatch. 

...4 b. Push out parachute container. 

,... c. Cut shroud lines with knife. 
~ RESERVE CHUTE FAILS TO EJECT •.~ 
~. 1. ::::::t~:~~~i~~~~pushed outwith ~ 
" CAPSULE LANDS IN ROUGH SEAS ~ 
Ad 1. Remain in s eat with harness ~~~ 
". 
,.. fastened. ' 
.... 2. If forced to 1e a v e capsule, use ".d 
,.. extreme caution. "" ~ E-I0 • . ~ 
'11111111'"/~/' 
COOLING SYSTEM FAILS 
1. Remove escape hatch and open suit. 
2. 	 If capsule 0 v e r he a t s, evacuate 
capsule. 
CAPSULE LEAKS AFTER LANDING 
1. If leak is large, leave capsule. 
. .,. 2. 	 If leak is small, check conditions 
outside before deciding to leave 
capsule. 
EGRESS 
1. 	 Remove h a r n es s and disconnect 
leads.~ 2. Remove survival kit cover, insert ~ 3. :~:,::d r~l::thl~~~! i~fk:~.:i~~;~t 

~... panel and stow under main panel. 
"~ 4. Sit on right Side of capsule and
".4 release escape hatch. 
... "~ 5. Stow hatch on leg couch, step into 
~.4 seat, and climh. into hatch opening. 
"~ 6. Check survival kit secured to the 
~.4 suit. /'.~ 	 E-11 
'1,111111"", :.d 
./ 
;r:11111111111, 

~ SED'l09-71CLI 	 . , 
7. 	 Disconnect electrical leads, and re- ) 
move pip pins from parachute con- .... 
tainer. ~... 
8. Push par a c hut e contamel' and V 
survival kit out of capsule. ~ 
,.~ 9. Maneuver through the housing until ,.. 
,..~ shoulders are out of capsule. ~ 
,.~ 10. Retrieve survival kit, inflate raft, ,.. 
."~.. ~ and tie raft to capsule. 	 ~~;..11. Get into raft. 	 ,.. 
12. Secure raft & start rescue pro­
,.~ cedures. 
~ 	 ~l.
".~ EMERGENCY EGRESS 	 ~ . ~ 1. Remove harness & personal leads_ ~ 
"... 2. Detach survival kit. IfiV 
~ :5:. t~f~:el:::: h:::7:~:tton - DE- ~ 
,...~ Push hatch out of capsule 	 P"'. 
~ If Capsule Is In Water: 	 f~ 
pr~ 6. Remain in couch, push out survival 

,.~ kit, and inflate raft. 
,,~ '1. Use raft for support while leaving. f4 ' 
~E-12 . . , 
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ABORT 
Prior to capsule umbilical separation, the abo r t can Je 
initiated from the blockhouse through the uool'lter or capsule 
umbilical. After capsule umbilical separation and before lift­
off, the abort can be initiat~d from the blockhouse through the 
booster umbilical or command receiver and by the abort 
handle. After liftoff, the abort can be initiated by ground 
command through the command receiver, failure senSing 
system of the booster, and by the abort handle. 
An abort signal from any source will shut down the booster 
engine, illuminate the "Mayday" light, fire the capsule-adapter 
ring bolts and, after the capsule-adapter ring separates, firc 
the escape rocket and jettison the retrograde package. At 
maximum altitude, the escape tower is jettisoned and the 
ASeS is energized to provide rate damping. For aborts below 
10,000 feet, the drogue chute is deployed 2 seconds after 
tower jettison. Two seconds later, the antenna fairing is 
jettisoned and the main chute is deployed. On aborts between 
10,000 feet and 42,000 feet, the drogue chute is deployed 2 
seconds after tower jettison and the main chute is deployed 
at 10,000 feet. IT the abort is initiated above 42,000. feet, the 
Ii.onnal recuvery 6t*lUelice h:i initiated. if the capsuie aoes not 
rise above 20,000 feet, the inlet and outlet snorkel valves will 
be opened by the'squibs upon antenna fairing separation. To 
ensure that these valves operate, pull the snorkel override 
ring after antenna fairing separation. 
" 
.... 
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ABORT 
". 

.. ABORT 	 \, 
, 
1. 	 Actuate the abort handle if the "Mayday" light il­
luminates or upon command from the ground. 
2. 	 Check "Capsule Sep" telelight green. 
3. 	 Monitor nTower Jett" telelight until it illuminates 
grtlen. 
4. 	 Monitor "Main Deploy" telelight until it illuminates 
green. If light is red, pull Main Deploy ring. 
5. 	 If main chute fails to deploy properly, pull Reserve 
Deploy ring. 
6. 	 Snorkel ring - PULL 
7. 	 Complete normal recovery procedures. 
NOTES 
-------- .---­
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TOWER FAILS TO JETTISON 
On a normal launch, the tower is jettisoned by firing the 
escape and tower jettison rockets at staging. On aborts, the 
tower is jettisoned by firing the tower jettison rocket at 
maximum altitude. Ii the tower fails to jettison at the proper 
time, the "Tower Jett" telelight will illuminate red. Pulliilg 
the Tower Jett ring will electrically fire the tower ring bolts 
through an alternate circuit and fire one ofthe bolts through a 
gas initiator. Ii the telelight remains red on a normal jetti­
son, the tower jettison rocket and the escape rocket have not 
fired and the escape system fuse switches should be reset. 
If the telelight remains red on an abort, the tower jettison 
rocket has not fired and the tower separation fuses should be 
reset. 
t
• 
CAPSULE FAILS TO SEPARATE 
If the capsule fails to separate from the adapter at the proper 
time, the "Capsule Sep" telelight will illuminate red. Pulling 
the Capsule Sep ring will electrically fire two capsule-adapter 
ring retaining bolts and fire the third bolt through a gas 
initiator. On aborts, the "Capsule Sep" telelight will rem"in 
red if the escape rocket fails to fire. In this event, place 
the Emer Escape Rckt fuse switch to the NO. 2 position. After 
lOW'''!/" jeUiS.)JI tile "Capsule Sep" telelight will rc:r.ain red 
after the Capsule Sep ring is pulled if all posigrade rockets 
fail to fire. If this occurs. reset the Emerg Posigrade fuse 
switch to the NO. 2 position to fire the posigrade rockets. 
Any two vf the three posigrade rockets will provide sufficient 
capsule-booster separation to permit retrograde firing. 
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TOWER & CAPSULE SEP 
~TOWER FAILS TO JETTISON 	 . 
1. Tower Jett ring - PULL 
2. U tower fails to jettison 
a. Tower Sep Cont fuse switch - NO.2 
b. 	Emerg Tower Sep fuse switch - NO.2 
e. 	Emerg Tower Jett fuse switch - NO.2 
d. 	For normal jettison, Emerg Escape Rckt fuse 
switch - NO. 2 
CAPSULE FAILS TO SEPARATE 
1. Capsule Sep ring - PULL 
2. If capsule fails to separate: 
a. 	Emerg.Cap Sep Contrl fuse - NO.2 
b. On aborts, Emerg Escape Rckt fuse switch - NO. 2 
c. 	For normal separation, Emer Posigrade fuse 
switch - NO. 2 
2-5 
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SEPARATION 

,; 
ST ABILIZATION SYSTEM EMER GENCY OPERATION 
Failure of Automatic Mode 
Ii the automatic mode fails, switch to manual mode. ASCS 
rate damping is normally used with the manual mode to aid 
in maintaining smooth control, however, it may be turned off 
to conserve fuel if desired. Roll, pitch or yaw axis controls 
can be shut off in the event the ASCS has failed in one axis 
only. If ASCS has failed or is too unreliable to use during 
retrograde, check that the manual mode is operating properly 
and use manual and fly-by-wire during retrograde. 
Note 
ASCS rate damping will not be available with the 
ASCS fuel handles pulled. 
[ WARNI~ 
It. . 
!f Af(;S D.1a!flm;.;U.uu was Ciilll:ied by a malfunction 
of the attitude gyros or the horizon scanner, the 
attitude indicator will give incorrect indications. 
Failure of Fly-By-Wire 
Failure 	of fly-by-wire may occur in conjunction with failure 
•. 	 of the automatic mode. If it occurs without failure of the 
automatic mode, there is probably an electrical malfunction 
in the control system fly-by-wire switches, ASCS Mode Sel 
switch, or associated circuits. Return to the automatic mode, 
,unless 	it has also failed, or switch to the manual mode. 
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STABILIZATION 
•
v 
. STABILIZATION SYSTEM EMERGENCY OPERATION 
Failure of Automatic Mode 
1. 	 Switch to manual mode. 
a. 	Manual fuel handle - PUSH ON 
b. ASCS Mode Sel switch - AUX DAMP 
2. 	Auto control fuel gage - CHECK 
If ASCS failed in only one axis, the automatic mode may be 

used in the other axes. 

3. 	 Applicable ASCS fuel handle - PULL OFF 
4. 	 ASCS Mode Sel switch - NORMAL 
5. 	 Use hand controller in failed axis. 
Failure of Fly-By-Wire 
1. 	 Auto control fuel gage - CHECK 
2. 	 ASCS Mode Sel switch· NORMA I, 
3. 	 II the a.....OlrtatH: mode has also failed, manual fuel 

handle - PUSH ON 

4. 	ASCS Mode Sel switch - AUX DAMP 
5. 	 Use hand controller as necessary to maintain proper 

. attitude. 
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Attitude Gvro Slaving Failure 
If the horizon'scanner fails, the attitude indicating system will 
have no horizon reference for slaving. The only indication that 
the horizon scanner has failed will be a difference in the 
indications of the attitude indicator and the periscope. 
( WARNING 
Be sure the ASeS Mode Sel switch is in the AUX 
DAMP or FLY-BY-WIRE position before caging 
the attitude gyros. If the attitude gyros are caged 
and the ASeS Mode Sel swit':!h is in the NORMAL 
pOSition, the capsule will tumble. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM EMERGENCY 

OPERATION 

Cabin Pressurization 
In the event the cabin becomes depressurized, it is only 
necessary to hav(-l the faceplate close,:L The cabin !!lay be 
dli:pressurized to eliminate smOke, fumes, or fire. The cabin 
can be depressurized at any time as long as the faceplate is 
closed. 
WARNING I 
U the faceplate is open and cabin pressure is 
suddenly lost, it must be closed and sealed within 
approximately 10 to 12 seconds. 
2-8' 
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ENVIRONMENT 
Attitude Gyro Slaving Failure 
1. Manual fuel handle - PUSH ON 
2. ASCS Mode Sel switch - AUX DAMP 
3. Gyro switch - CAGE 
4. Use the hand controller to position the capsule in a 
horizontal position. 

Align the earth image with the 14 °30' pitch indices 

and the roll indices on the periscope. 

5. Gyro switch - NORMAL ­
6. ASCS Mode Sel switch - NORMAL 
7. Check that ASCS returns capsule to orbit attitude. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM EMERGENCY 
OPERATION 
Cabin Depressurization 
L 
L1. Faceplate - CLOSED 
2. All suit connections - CHECK 
3. De-Compress ring - PULL 
Cabin Re-Pressurization 
1. De-Compress ring - PUSH IN 
2. Pressurize ring - PULL 
3. At 5 psi cabin pressure] pressurize ring - PUSH IN 
4. Emerg O2 lever - NORM 
5. Suit Fan switch - NO. 1 
6. After 30 seconds, Suit Fan switch - NORM 
2-9 
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In the event of cabin depressurization, the cabin pressure 
regulator will automatically shut off oxygen flow when cabin 
pressure drops to 4.1 psia. The remaining oxygen is then 
reserved for the suit environmental circuit. If the cabin was 
depressurized by pulling the De-Compress ring, the cabin 
can be pressurized by pushing the ring IN and pulling Pres­
surize ring. This will pressurize the cabin in approximately 
5 minutes. When the cabin pressure reaches 5 psi, push 
Pressurize ring IN and return the Emerg 02 lever to NORM. 
If on Emerg 02 rate, place the Suit Fan switch to NO. 1 for 
30 seconds and then to NORM to restore the suit fans to 
automatic operation. 
Excessive CQ2 Partial Pressure 
If the Suit C02 partial pressure exceeds the red line (.154 
psi or B mm mercury), check the cabin vressure, and "Launch 
Oxy" telelight. If the cabin pressure is approximately 5 psi 
and the "Launch Oxy" telelight is not illuminated, open the 
helmet faceplate and prepare to initiate retrograde. If the 
cabin pressure is below 5 psi, or the "Launch Oxy" telelight 
is illuminated, place the Emerg 02 lever to EMERG., 
Emergency Oxygen 
In the event the suit pressure drops below 4 ± .1 psi, the 
circuit shutoff valve closes to prevent oxygen flow through the 
impurity removers, temperature control units, and the suit 
fans. The emergency oxygen rate valve may be opened at any 
time by actuating the Emerg 02 lever on the right console. 
This action supplies oxygen for cooling and pressurizing 
the suit as well as supplying oxygen for breathing. The 
"Oxygen Warning" light will illuminate whenever the emer­
gency oxygen rate valve or suit circuit shutoff valve operates 
manually or automatically. During emergency rate operation, 
the oxygen supply duration is greatly reduced because oxygen 
is exhausted overboard. 
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ENVIRONMENT 
Excessive C92 Partial Pressure 
1. 	 Cabin pressure - CHECK 
Cabin pressure should be approximately 5 psi. 
2. 	 "Launch Oxy" telelight - NOT ILLUMINATED 
3. 	 If cabin pressure and "Launch Oxy" telelight are 
normal - OPEN FACEPLATE 
4. 	 If any indicator is not normal, Emerg 02 handle _ 
EMERG 
Emergency Oxygen 
f7 1. 	 To transfer to emergency oxygen, Emerg 02 lever ­
EMERG 
2. 	 To return to normal operation: 
a. 	Emerg 02 lever - NORM 
b. Suit Fan switch - No. 1 
c. After 30 seconds, Suit Fan switch - NORM 
2-11 
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Alternate Suit Fan 
H the .No. 1 suit fan fails with the Suit Fan switch in the 
NORM position. the No. 2 fan will automatically cut in to 
provide suit ventilation. Either fan may also be selected• by placing the Suit Fan switch in the No. 1 or No.2 position. 
In the event both suit fans fail. actuate thE. Emp.rg ~ lever 
on the right console to provide ventilation. 
Launch Oxy Telelight 
The "Launch Oxy" telelight will illuminatewhenever the cabin 
02 partial pressure drops below 3 psi. Do not open the face­
plate if the "Launch Oxy" telelight is illuminated. 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM EMERGENCY OPERATION 
Main Battery Failure 
If the StdbY.Batt switch is in the AUTa poSition and main bus 
voltage drops below 18 volts. the standby batterywill be con­
nected to the main bus. the secondary bus will be deprived of 
power, the 250 VA main inverter and the ASCS bus will be 
deprived of power, and the "Standby DC Auto" warning light 
will be illuminated. 
_Standby Battery Failure 
The only indication of standby battery failure willbe failure to 
automatically switch to the mainDC buswhen main bus voltage 
drops below 18 volts. If standby battery failure is detected, 
tum that battery off. If the main batteries also fail, place 
the Audio Bus switch to EMERGtopermitthe isolated battery 
to maintain communications. The isolated battery also sup­
plies the isolated squib bus to assure sufficient power to fire 
. aU squibs as well as the retrograde rockets. The isolated 
2-12 
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ELECTRICAL 
Alternate Suit Fan 
.. 
If the No. 1 suit fan fails and No. 2 does not switch in auto­
matically: 
1. 	 Suit Fan switch - NO. 1 
2. 	 If NO. 1 fan is inoperative, Suit Fan switch - NO.2 
3. 	 If NO.2 fan is inoperative, Emerg 02 lever - EMERG 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM EMERGENCY OPERATION 
Main Battery Failure 
1. 	 If any battery is below 18 volts or more than 3 volts 
below bus voltage,. turn that battery OFF. 
2. 	 If "Standby DC Auto" warning light illuminates: 
a. Check all bus and battery ~oltages 
b. Turn off all low priority equipment. 
Standby Battery Failure 
If standby battery failure is detected: 
1. 	Standby Battery - OFF 
2. 	 Check voltage of main and isolated batteries. 
3. 	 If main batteries are low, shut off all non-essential 
equipment. 
If main batteries also fail: 
4. 	Audio Bus switch - EMERG 
5. 	 If main bus power is needed; Isol Btry switch - STBY 
2-13 
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SEDR 109.7 
. battery may also be connected to the main bus through the 
Stdby Batt switch if the Isol Batt switch is placed in the STBY 
position. 
L::RNINGJ 
The isolated battery should not be used to supply 
other busses unless absolutely necessary and then 
only, for essential equipment since it supplies the 
alternate power source for firing retrograde rock­
ets and the recovery system pyrotechnics• 
. Isolated Battery failure 
If the isolated battery failS, the isolated squib bus can be 
powered from the standby battery by placing the Isol Btry 
Switch to STDBY. 
Complete Electrical failure 
Failure of the ammeter shunt or Ammeter switch can cause 
complete electrical failure by removing the ground for all 
capsule batteries. If all capsule power is suddenly lost, place 
the Ammeter switch to EMERG to provide an alternate ground 
for the batteries. 
If either main inverter fails with the Stby Invert switch in the 
AUTO poSition, the standby inverter will automatically supply 
power to the failed AC bus and illuminate the "Standby AC 
Auto" light. Determine which inverter failed by placing Stby 
Invert switch to FANS ONLY and checking the ASCS bus with 
the AC voltmeter. If the ASCS bus voltage is zero, the ASCS 
". bus inverter has failed. Then return theStby Invert switch to 
A UTO. If both main inverters fail with the Stby Invert switch 
in the AUTO position, the standby inverter will automatically 
,. switch to the 'fan bus. 
2-14' 
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ELECTRICAL 
Isolated Battery Failure 
.. 	
r
• 
If isolated battery failure is detected: 
1. 	 Isolated battery - OFF 
2. 	 Check all battery voltages. 
3. 	 Isol Btry switch - STDBY 
Complete Electrical Failure 
1. 	 If all electrical power is suddenly lost, Ammeter 
switch - EMERG 
Inverter Failure 
If the "Standby AC Auto" warning light illuminates: 
1. 	Determine which inverter failed. 
2-15' 
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". Fuses 
All fuses accessible in flight are contained in fuse 'switches 
on two fuse panels. One is located just to the left of the left, ..
•
console and the other is on the left side of the main panel. 

Each fuse switch has four positions, NO.1, NO.2, OFF and 

REPLACE, and contains two fuses. If the NO.1 fuse fails. 

the switch may be repositioned to NO.2. 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FAILURE 
Since the basic capsule concept relies heavily on the com­

munications system, three separate transmitters and re­

ceivers are provided for voice communications. Two addi­

tional command receivers are also provided and may be used 

for receiving ground commands if all other receivers fail. -L± 

An emergency key for the low power (high frequency) tele- '+ 

metry transmitter is also provided for use in the event all the 

voice transmitters become inoperative. i 

,,'jf 
WARNING I 
~ 
WI"" N 
Do not place Audio Bus switch toEMERGunless it 

is absolutely necessary because of the excessive 

drain on the isolated battery• 

. FIRE OR FUMES 
Any fire inside the capsule will probablybe an electrical fire. 

,Therefore, attempt to determine the cause of the fire and turn 

off the affected equipment. The cabin can be depressurized 

to extinguish any fire and eliminate fumes. If helium is 

leaking from the H2O:! pressurization system, the eabin 02 
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COMM & FIRE 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM FAILURE 
.
t' 
1. 	 Check transmission using mike button. 
Ii transmitter operates normally, voly t.he voice 
controlled relay has failed. 
2. 	 Check operation of the two remaining communication 
sets. 
3. 	Audio Bus'switch - EMERG 
4. 	Attempt to contact ground using the emergency key 
button and command receiver. 
FIRE OR FUMES 
1. 	 Faceplate - CLOSED 
2. 	 Ii fire or fumes are severe, De-Compress ring - PULL 
3. 	 Attempt to .determine source of fire or fumes. 
4. 	 Ii source of fire or fumes can be determined, turn off 
affected equipment. 
5. 	 Ii affected equipment can be turned off, repressurize 
cabin. 
". 
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. partial pressure may become too low. The capsule has no 
instruments for detecting helium; however, the "Launch Oxy" 
telelight will illuminate when cabin 02 partial pressure 
• 
~drops below 3 psi. Therefore, do not open the faceplate if . 
the "Launch Oxy" telelight illuminates. 
WARNING I 
An electrical fire can damage recovery system. 
PERISCOPE FAILURE 
The periscope is electrically extended and retracted with a 
manual lever for emergency extension and retraction. The 
periscope is automatically extended as Soon as the capsule 
is separated and retracts 30 seconds after the retrograde 
package is jettisoned. 
The peri~cope must be retracted prior to re­
entering the atmosphere. The periscope door 
forms a part of the capsule side insulation when 
it is closed. If the periscope is not retracted 
during re-entry, the door will be open causing 
the capsule to overheat. 
The periscope is again extended at 10,000 feet during descent 
to allow the chute to be checked for proper deployment or 
damage. 
2-18 . 
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. PERISCOPE FAILURE 
1. 	 Periscope fuse switch - NO. 2 
If fuse has failed, periscope should extend or retract 
automatically. 
2. 	 If periscope does not extend or retract, Periscope 
Fuse switch - OFF 
3. 	 Manual Engage lever - ENGAGED 
4. 	 Ratchet - AS REQUIRED 
5. 	 Manually extend or retract periscope. 
NOTES 
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RETROGRADE 

FAILURE TO START RETROGRADE SEQUENCE 
If the "Start Retro Seq" telelight fails to illuminate at retro­

grade time, the retrograde sequence can be started by de­

pressing the Start Retro Seq button or the Retro Fire button. 

Depressing the Start Retro Seq button will start the normal 

retrograde sequence while depressing the Retro Fire button 

. will fire the retrograde rockets as soon as the capsule 

reaches retrograde attitude. If the Start Retro Seq and the 

Retro Fire buttons fail, switch to manual and Fly-By-Wire, 

position the capsule to retrograde attitude, and manually fire 

the retrograde rockets. 
FAILURE TO ATTAIN RETROGRADE ATTITUDE 
The "In-Retro Att" telelight will illuminate red if the ASeS 
fails to pOSition the capsule in the retrograde attitude within 
30 seconds after receiving a Signal from the satellite clock 
or ground command, or when the Start Retro Seq button is 
depressed. It will also illuminate red if the attitude permis­
sioil cirCuit fails ~V"'" ihf)\Igh th", ~1'Ir-"'_!1'" i", ill the !'etrogr~d~ 
attitude. Therefore, if the "In-Retro Att" telelight fails to 
illuminate within 10 seconds, immediately check the attitude 
indicator and periscope to determine if the capsule is in the 
retrograde attitude. If the capsule is in the retrograde atti­
tude, place the In-Retro Att switch to RETRO ATT BYPASS 
and depress the Retro Fire button to fire the retrograde 
rockets. If the capsule is not in the correct position, use 
manual and fly-by-wire to position the capsule in the retro­
grade position. If the attitude permission circuit of theASeS 
has not failed, the retrograde rockets will fire automatically 
30 seconds after the retro sequence is initiated or. if over 
30 seconds, as soon as the capsule is in the proper attitude. 
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FAILURE TO START RETROGRADE SEQUENCE 
1. 	Start Retro Seq button - DEPRESS 
2. 	 If "Start Retro Seq" telelight is still out: 
a. 	Emerg ReU'o Seq fuse switch - NO.2 
b. 	Retro Seq button - DEPRESS 
3. 	 If "Retro Seq" telelight is still out, Retro Fire 
button - DEPRESS 
4. 	 If capsule is not in retro attitude: 
a. Manual fuel handle - PUSH ON 
b. ASCS Mode Sel switch - FLY':'BY-WffiE 
c. Position capsule to retro attitude. 
d. 	In Retro Att switch - RETRO ATT BYPASS 
e. 	Retro Fire button - DEPRESS 
FAILURE TO ATTAIN RETROGRADE ATTITUDE 
If the "In Retro Attn telelight fails to illuminate within 10 
seconds: 
1. 	 Check attitude indicator and periscope to determine if 
capsule is in retrograde attitude. 
2. If the C3.;lSule is in the retrr>grade attitude: 
a. In Retro AU switCh - hETRO ATT BYPASS 
b. Retro Fire button - DEPRESS 
3. If the capsule is not in the retrograde attitude: 
a. Manual fuel handle - PUSH ON 
b. ASCS Mode Sel switch - FLY-BY-WIRE 
c. 	Use hand controller to position capsule in the retro­
grade attitude. 
d. If attitude permission circuit is operating, the retro­
grade rockets will fire 30 seconds after initiating 
retro sequence or as soon as the capsule is in the 
retrograde attitude, if over 30 seconds. 
/ • 
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If the attitude permission circuit has failed, place the In-Retra 

AU switch to RETRO ATT BYPASS and push the Retro Fire 

button to fire the retrograde rockets. 

..
•RETROGRADE ROCKETS FAIL TO FIRE 
Normally the retrograde rockets are fired at 5 second inter­

vals. If the No. 3 rocket fails to fire within 20 seconds after 

receiving the fire signal, the ''Retro Fire" telelight will il­

luminate red. If the "Retro Fire" telelight illuminates red, 

or fails to illuminate, recheck that the "In Retro Att" tele­

light is green and depress the Retro Fire button to fire all 

retrograde rockets sequentially through another circuit. If 

the retrograde rockets still do not fire, place the No.1 

Retro Rckt, No. 2 Retro Rckt, No. 3 Retro Rckt and Retro 

. Man fuse switches to the NO. 2 position and depress the Retro 

· Fir e button again. The "Retro Fire" telelight remains red -4t­
until the No. 3 rocket fires; however, the capsule will make 
a sa1e re-entry even if no retrograde rockets fire. 
FAILURE TO MAINTAIN RETROGRADE ATTITUDE 
If the capsule exceeds the retrograde firing limits during 

retrograde rocket firing, place the Squib switch to OFF to 

prevent remaining rockets from firing in an incorrect atti­

tuai;. R€pc:::ition the capsule to the retrogrl'l.de attitude em­

ploying the appropriate control mode, place the In-Hetro AU 

switch to RETRO ATT BYPASS, place the Squib switch to 

· ARM, and depress the Fire Retrobutton. The No. 2 and No.3 
· retrcgrade rockets will fire 5 seconds and 10 seconds a1ter 
depressing the retro fire button. 
Note 
If No. 1 retrograde rocket was fired with the Retro 

Att switch in the BYPASS position, it is only neces­

sary to return theSquib switch to the ARM position. 
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RETROGRADE 
e. If attitude permission circuit is inoperative and 
retrograde rockets do not fire as soon as capsule 
is in retrograde attitude, place the In Retro Att 
switch to RETRO A TT BYPASS 
f. Retro Fire button - DEPRESS 
RETROGRADE ROCKETS FAIL TO FIRE 
1. 	 Recheck that "In Retro Attn telelight is illuminated 
green. 
2. 	 Retro Fire button - DEPRESS 
3. 	 If "Retro Fire" telelight is still illuminated red: 
a. 	No.1, No.2, and No.3 Retro Rckt fuse switches 
- NO.2 
b. 	Retro Man Contrl fuse switch - NO. 2 
c. 	Retro Fire button - DEPRESS 
4. 	 "Retro Fire" telelight will illuminate green when No; 3 
retrograde rocket fires. 
FAILURE TO MAINTAIN RETROGRADE ATTITUDE 
1. Squib switcb - OFF 
2. 	 Reposition capsule to retrograde attitude. 
3. 	 In Retro Att switch - RETRO ATT BYPASS 
4. 	Squib switch - ARM 
5. 	 Retro Fire button - DEPRESS 
.., 
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RETROGRADE PACKAGE fAILS TO JETTISON 
The retrograde package is jettisoned 60 seconds after retro 
fire is initiated. If the retrograde package has not jettisoned 
2 seconds after jett retro signal, the "Jett Retro" telelight 
will illuminate red. 
ASCS CANNOT MAINTAIN RE-ENTRY ATTITUDI: 
After the retro package separates, the ASCS normally reposi­
tions the capsule to re-entry attitude (40 0 heat shield down). 
The periscope should be used to check the attitude as soon as 
the ASCS repositions the capsule to re-entry attitude since the 
periscope will automatically retract 30 seconds after the 
retrograde package is jettisoned. If the capsule is not in the 
correct re-entry attitude, use the manual control system to 
position the capsule in the correct attitude. Place periscope ,+.. 
fuse switch to OFF to prevent the periscope from retracting 'V 
after the retrograde package is jettisoned. As soon as the 
capsule is in the re-entry attitude, return to normal control 
system and use periscope to see if ASCS will maintain re­
entry attitude. If the ASCS m1.intains re-entry attitude, shut 
off manual control system and retract periscope. If ASCS 
will not maintain re-entry attitude, leave periscope extended 
and use manual controls to maintain re-entry attitude until 
".C5g:" tt:l~light iHlJmin~t~s .. 'I'hen !~:nc~ttctc!y r~ti·act tJ£:!i"-' 
scope and check that theASCS automati~ally initiates a 7 "'/sec 
slow roll. 
'-. 
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RE-ENTRY 
RETROGRADE PACKAGE FAILS TO JETTISON 
I-­
1. 	 Jett Retro button - DEPRESS • 
2. 	 If Retrograde package does not jettison: 
a. Retro Jett fuse switch - NO.2 
b. Emer Retro J ett fuse switch - NO. 2 
3. 	 Jett Retro button - DEPRESS 
ASCS CANNOT MAINTAIN RE-ENTRY ATTITUDE 
If ASCS does not repOSition capsule to correct re-entry 

attitude after retro package separates: 

1. Manual fuel handle - PUoH ON
-$- 2. ASCS Mode Sel switch - AUX DAMP 
3. 	 Periscope fuse switch - OFF 
4. 	 Use hand controller to position the capsule in the re­
entry attitude. 
5. 	 ASCS Mode Sel switch - NORMAL 
6. 	 Use periscope to see if ASCS will maintain re-entry 
attitude. 
'1. 	 IfASCS will maintain re-entry attitude, periscope fuse 
~itr.h - ~!O. 1 
8. 	 It ASCS will not maintain re-eui:ry attitude: 
a. ASCS Mode Sel switch - AUX DAMP 
b. Use hand controller to maintain re-entry attitude. 
c. As soon as the ".65g Switch" telelight illuminates, 
Periscope fuse switch - NO. 1 
d. Check that ASCS initiates a 'lQ/sec Slow roll. 
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.05G SWITCH FAILURE 
If the .05g switch has not closed by 0.25g (approximately 100 
seconds after retrograde package is jettisoned) the ".05g" 
switch telelight will illuminate red. If the .05g swit~h buttoD r
.does not override the failure, the Emerg .05g fuse has prob­

ably failed.. 

LANDING 
DROGUE CHUTE FAILURE 
Drogue chute failure can be detected by the lack of opening 

Shock. Failure of the Emerg Drogue Deploy fuse will fail 

the Drogue Override button. -$ 

ANTENNA FAIRING FAILS TO JETTISON 
If the "Main Deploy" telelight illuminates red at 10,000 feet, 
the antenna fairing has failed to jettIson or the telelight relay 
has failed. If the telelight fails to illuminate, there has prob- L..... .. 
ably been a failure of the 10,000 ft. barostat, or of the tele­
light. If the telelight or the telelight relay has failed, the 
antenl!a !a.iri!:.g v,.7ill still jctti.s~n nor:n;llly ~d no corrective 
action is required. 
MAIN CHUTE FAILURE 
Main chute deployment failure can be detected by the lack of 

opening shock, accelerometer, a visual check through the peri­

scope, and no decrease in the rate of descent. Chute damage 

can be detected by visual inspection and by a rate of descent 

above 32 feet per second. 
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LANDING 
. , 
.05G SWITCH FAILURE 
If the tt.05g Switch" telelight illuminates red or fails to 
illuminate: 
1; .05G switch button - DEPRESS 
2. If .05G switch is still failed: 
a. ASeS .05G fuse switch - NO. 2 
b. Emerg .05G fuse switch - NO. 2 
3. .05G switch button;.. DEPRESS 
DROGUE CHUTE FAILURE 
1. Drogue button - DEPRESS 
2. If drogue chute does not deploy: 
a. Emerg Drogue Deploy fuse switch - NO. 2 
b. Drogue button - DEPRESS 
ANTENNA FAIRING FAILS TO JETTISON 
If the"Main Deploy" telelight illuminates red or fails to 
11luminate at 10,000 feet: 
1. 	 Check for chute dcployn4t;Hi. 
2. 	 Main Deploy ring - PULL 
3. 	Check for chute deployment. 
4. 	If chute has not deployed, Emerg Main Sys A fuse 
switch - NO. 2 
MAIN CHUTE FAILURE 
If the main chute does not depl~)' properly or is damaged: 
1. Reserve Depl ring - PULL 
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. LANDING BAG FAILS TO DEPLOY 
If the heat shield release is not actuated 12 seconds after chute 
deployment, the "Ldg Bag" light will illuminate. 
POST -LAN DING EMERGENCIES 
Chute Fails to Release 
If the. main parachute faUs to release upon impact, it may be 
released by pulling the Reserve Deplring. If the Reserve 
Depl ring fails, the parachute may act as a sail and pull the 
capsule through the water. In this event, remain in the seat 
with the restraint system fastened to prevent injury from 
bounCing and tumbling. If the capsule is not bouncing or 
tumbling, release the escape hatch and cut shroud lines with 
a knife. 
Reserve Chute Fails to Eject 
In the event the reserve chute faUs to eject when Rescue 
Aids switch is actuated, the chute container can be pushed 
out of the capsule after removing the escape hatch. 
In the event the capsule lands in rough seas, remain in the 
s eat with the restraint harness fastened except in emergencies 
such as: fire, leaking capsule, etc. If an emergency prohibits 
remaining 1n the capsule, use extreme caution to prevent the 
raft from capsizing. 
'.. 
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POST-LANDING 
RESERVE CHUTE FAILS TO DEPLOY 
If the reserve chute does not deploy when the Reserve deploy 
ring Is pulled: 
1. 	 Reserve Deploy Sys A fuse switch - NO.2 
LANDING BAG FAILS TO DEPLOY 
1. 	 Landing Bag switch - MAN 
POST-LANDING EMERGENCIES 
, 
~ . Chute Fails to Release ~ 
1. 	 Reserve Depl ring - PULL 
2. 	 If capsule Is bouncing or tumbling, stay in seat. 
3. 	 If capsule Is not bouncing or tumbling: 
a. 	Remove right Side of instrument panel and escape 
hatch. 
b. Push out parachute container. 
c. Cut shroud lines with knife. 
Res.rve Chute Fails to Eiect 
1. 	Reserve chute can be pushed out with parachute con­
tainer. 
Capsule Lands in Rough Seas 
1. 	Remain in seat with harness fastened. 
2. 	 If forced to leave capsule, use extreme caution. 
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Cooling System Fails 
.. 	 In the event the cooling system fails after impact, adequate 
ventilation may be received by removing the escape hatch 
and opening his suit. If the capsule overheats, use normal 
egress procedures. 
Fire or Fumes 
In the event of fire or fumes in the cabin,. immediately eva';' 
cuate the capsule using emergency egress procedures. 
Capsule Leak. After Landbg 
If the leak is large, immediately leave capsule. If leak is 
small, check conditions outside before deciding whether or 
not to leave capsule immediately. 
Capsule Strike. Land 
In the event the capsule strikes land, use emergency egress' 
proecclrc:; to lsa'rc cajJsul~. 
EGRESS 
Except in an emergency, remain in the capsule in order to have 
the protection of the capsule and to have access to the re­
'w, covery aids. If conditions' prohibit remaining in the capsule, 
proceed as illustrated in Figure 2-1.. 
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POST-LANDING 
Cooling System Fails 
1. 	Remove escape hatch and open suit. 
2. 	 H capsule overheats, evacuate capsule. 
Capsule leaks After Landing 
1. 	H leak is large, leave capsule immediately. 
2. 	 H leak is small, check conditions outside before 
deciding to leave capsule immediately. 
NOTES 
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EGRESS 
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IIMOVI HARNESS AND OISCONN£(T 
PfISOHAL LEADS. THI HELMET MAY III 
IEMOVED If D1SIIt8'1.. 
IEMOVE SURVIVAL KIt COVER AND 
INSbT KNIfJi ANO FlASHUGNT IN SUI­
VlVAl Krr. 
IIMOVI IIGNT SIDE OF INSTRUMENT 
'ANa AND STOW UNDII! MAIN 'ANIl..
' . 
SIt Oft lIGHT S/111 OF CAPSUU AND II­
"AS! ISCAPE HATCH. CAPSULE WIU 
START tJPIioIHG WHEN AS'IIONAUT SN'l$ 
·WIIGNT. • 
STOW HATCH ON TOP OF ..G COUCH. 
CHECK fHAT SURVIVAL KIT LANYARD IS 
SfCUiEDT05UIT. 
Figure 2-1 
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DISCONNECT TWO ElECTIUCAl LEADS, 

REMOVE THREI PIP PINS fROM THl PARA­

CHUTE CONTAINER. 

PUSH PARACHUTE CONTAINER AND SIIR. 

VIVAl KIT OUT Of CAPSULE. 

MANEUVER THRU HOUSING UNTIL THE 
SHOULDERS ARE OUT Of CAPSULE. 
AND TIE RAFT TO CAPSULE. 
GET INTO RAFT. 
SECURE RAFT AND START RESCUE PRO­
CEDURES. 
. , 
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EMERGENCY EGRESS 
.
1".
.. Removal of the side entrance hatch provides an alternate 
egress route. The hatch is held in place by lncking cams which 
are connected to the release handle by a mechwlical linkage. 
The hatch can also be removed from the Otltside wit:h a re­
lease handle which is st..:.wed under the hatch shingles. 
C:ARNING J 
If the capsule is in the water, the emergency escape 
hatch should be used only in an emergency requiring 
immediate egress since the capsule can be swamped 
after the hatch is removed, especially in rough 
seas. 
WARNING 
W1H:11 leaving capsule, uoe the raft for I:!upport. 
If the hatch sill is used for support, it will sink 
below the waterline. 
POST EGRESS 
'., The survival kit contains the following equipment: 
1. PK2 raft 
2. Desalting kit (for 8 pints) 
3. Two shark repellant packages 
4. Three dye markers 
5. First aid kit 
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EGRESS 
EMERGENCY EGR~SS 
To use the emergency escape hatch, proceed as follows: 
1. 	 Remove harness and personal leads. 
2. 	 Detach survival kit from capsule. 
3. Depress handle lock release button . 

. 4. Pull release handle down. 

5. 	 Push hatch out of capsule. 
If capsule is in the water: 
6. 	 Remain in the couch while pushing the survival kit 
out of the capsule and infl~ting the raft. 
7. 	 Use raft for support while leaving capsule. 
NOTES 
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6. Three distress signals 

'1. Signal mirror 

8. AN/PRC-32 radio 
9. Survi:val ration 
10. Matches 
11. Whistle 
12. 10 feet of nylon cord 
A knife and flashlight are also attached to the pressure suit. 
The suit assists flotation until it fills with water. After 
getting' into the raft, it may be necessary to ventilate the 
suit by opening the zippers or by cutting open the suit with 
the knife. 
[ WARNING I 
If the zippers have been opened Or the suit cut for 
ventilation, the suit will not assist flotation in the 
event the raft capsizes. 
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D-C ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

SKOHOAR't alJS RRA't IS EN£RGIUD WHEN MAIN 
IUS VOlTJlG£ fAUS .now 'I VOLTS If SlANDaY 
....n ...v swttCH IS IN lH£ AUTO !'OsmON. ~ 
~ AMMETER CURRENT 
'•. 
Figure 3-1 
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MAIN 24V DC BUS 
AU'fOMJ.nc ~ 0, A. TlI)ON INSTRUMENT DC NO.6 HTRO-AOCt:U 8lANr.:n HU.10 
AUTOtMIIC SUH fAN CONTltOt. 
D(; IIOUS MONHOa 
(MUGENCV "0\0 CONtROL 
... IN''ll.oNMfNTAt. CQNTJOl 
M4JN lr-NnT£~ fANS 
NO.1 AUDIO 
... nlllSCOI'E CONlll:Ol 
P£IUSCOf'[ U.nC:U: 
4nOOUMMU 
SAT[l.lm ClOCI( 
..".,lI:t':;NG LIGHTS TEST 
TtLfLiGHTS 
IttflQ-4:OCJC'!T!i THfllGHTS 
LAUNCH " E5CA~ TELELlQHTS 
RfCOVl!'R:Y TtLELIGHTS 
MIlIN 24V DC ASCS SUS 
*M'S .o~ f\.v..ey..wl~f 
... tMEI\GHCY .0:5 RATE QykO CONTl.at 11 
PRE·IMPACT MAIN 24V DC BUS 
ANTtNN" S,o;1lfCH HIG~WA,n lf1.E:MEHR tlAN~M1n,. 
C &ANI) &EACON INSTRUMENT DC NO'S. 1, .c ANO 1 
COMMANO U<:UYU AUDIO I NliTlUI.'l NT PC"#U SUPPlY 
HF COMMUNICArJON TA.P\' ~f'CmOER 
PRE-IMPACT SECONDARY 24V DC BUS 
AUX1LIA!IY C(),\.\I,AANO lOW WAH rnrt-liTkY ~NSMlnE1t S &ANO itACON 
IN51TtUWNT DC NO' ~ l, 3 A~{!) 5 PilOt Ar-;D !N,>T\tPi!NJ C"r"'ERA 
SECONDIlRY 24V DC ASCS BUS 
ASCS LOGIC ATftrUO( Gv;;O CONTR:Ol MAIN I1NE1.TU ASes 
MAIN 24V DC SOUII! BUS 
AUTOMATIC LANDING SYS":M A HEL.lIJM VA!.VlS ,nRO c ~AI;;f lnTlSON 
CAf'SiJl£ ADApr(R: U~"'II.ICAl. MANUAl. ~ 0: JETTISON lfTtt£It$Ql;Ift, 
C.MI'" 'lENT VAl"'E 
CAPSUlE ;,E,,,RATiON r.Ol.n 
CAPSOl.! stP'AiA.'HQh: CONltOL 
cJ-«Jre JEtTISON _ SYSUM" 
N()S. I, 2, 3Il:ETilO-ll:OCJ::ft flU 
tEfRC).-lOCKfts "SS(. UM&IUCAl 
POSI GIlAOE ROCKns 
ilESCUE "IDS .. SVSlfM A 
fowEl E~An ROCKET 
tC'AlER JffmON ROCKfT 
TQilU SE' eot. TS A.ND CONllIOlS 
VENf VALVES 
Cove. SOUII . 
t~HlOfNC"( MAIN - SY$r~M A. 
.. '.E>HW£ otrLO'f ~SYSl[M A 
II!;HI0 -:;UDf SEQ'.lENCf CON-TROI. 
-

-

ISOLATEO 24V DC SOUIBI\US 
.....OITCONrtOi. *EMUCfNCY Rf~OJEIT 
AUfQ.M.t.TfC l"NtlltM:; - SYSTE.~ a .. tMlRGENCv it!: no - ROCK£1" m:r 
CAP!iUU: ,l.OAP'TEli. UMB.ll!CAI. *EMUGlNC.Y REfRO * ROCl<:fT CONflot 
CAft,IN'lfNI VAt'lH 4tMERG!:NC.Y fO~l )-1tA0f lOCKET 
CKlTE JETnSON ~ WS1.W B 4EM[IiIGENCY Town ESCArE itOC(ET 
EMflCEl'.t;;.y C~ULE SfP»..- flON BOlTS *EMER. OROOLt CEKOY
'* fWRG(NCy CAPSuU S['A9A~\ON CONTiOl') *FMH REf~O Ul. A'iW. JHT. 
£""~l!.c.("",y TOWEl ~TTlS.,)N JlQCl(Ef 
EMEIl:,"j(NCY fONER 5E"AAATION 501. rs 
Ef.'H'''ENC.Y TONElli: SE'''''RATlONCONTlOI. 
itESCUE A\DS - SYSTEM a 

'IENrl(;!.I.,/6 

.. EMU:. lEno SEQUENCE 
24V OC AUDIO BUS 
.. ASTfNN4 SWlle" NO. 2 AUOIO UHI CO~\M1JNlCAnON 
UHf !<)o.('j(~!)" 
STANOBT12V DC BUS 
STANDBY lav DC BUS 
AUXU.!AItY CC.lo'MANO OKOOER I 
". 
ISOLATED 6V DC BUS 
Ut'If &EACON 
ISOLATED 18V DC BUS 
AUXllJAlY COMMAND OECQOH A CO,vN\ANO R£CEIVliil' OECOOEl! A 
CfloI7-7
• fUSl ~WITC" 
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A-C £J..£CTRICAJ.. SYST.£M 
AIIOVE 1IIir+-_·_-..... 
.05G R£lAY 
o 
r-----­
I 
I~r 
I L 1­ ~ 
I I FANS BUS 
,..---I-----I.--~~~----
I 
I 
I 
I 
STANDBY 
INVEI!TER 
.£lAY 
I 
I r 
I+­
IIJ 
. I 
I 
I 
-.I 
.., 
-A AllOW : 
.OSG R£lAY 81....... 
~ -, 
A~C~ BIlS L_ 
ST_YAt ';" 
AUTOUGHT 
'---1----1 rp SECONDARY 2.4V DC ASCS BUS 
TO MAIN 2.4V DC BUS 
Figure 3-2 
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SEDR 109·7 
-------, 
[SJ TM"'"....... . ~ -.,.---­
....­ -...... II STANDBY fANS 
II BUS RWo.Y I 
AC VOl TMfIlR 
--t ,~
FANS A-C BUS 
CABIN FAN 
FLIGHT TEST 
HUMIDITY INDICATOR 
liGHTING 
RATE INDICATOR SYSTEM 
SUIT FANS 
VOLTMETER 
I I r-~I 
I I I + 
I I I 
I , I 
I fEY L..l_~I " ~ L_ ~ ACVOlTMmR 
I SWIlCH 
'-­ -...A. r-­ --...... 
STAND8Y ASCS I ASCS A-C BUS 
BUS RWo.Y I A11lTUDE GYROS
-----------------..J-------­ A11lTUDf INDICATOR 
CAU8RATOR 
'-------------'''' 
---'~ :~~~~::~POWER 'I" 
---- 2SQVA MAIN INViRTER AC POwtR" 
- - - 150VA MAIN INVERTER AC POwtR 
---­ STANOBY INVERTER POWER 
~::r~:;~~~:.;i•.;ii.....>UK 
SCANNER
_m. 
NOTES 
• STANDBY INVERTER RELAY CLOSES If EIlHER MAIN INVERTER FI<ILS 
• FANS BUS RWo.Y OP£NS IF THE INVERTER SUPPLYING THE FANS 8US FAILS. 
• ASCS BUS RELAY OPfNS IF THE INVERTER SUPPLYING 'THE ASCS BUS FAILS 
• ,STANDBY FANS aus RELAY CLOSES IF FANS BUS RELAY OPfNS 
Olt IF STANDBY INVERTER SWITCH IS PLACED TO FANS ONLY 
.. STANDBY ASCS BUS ItELAY CLOSES IF ASCS BUS RELAY OPENS 
OR IF THE STANDBY INVERTER SWIlCH IS PLACED TO ASCS ONLY 
AND THE STANDBY fANS BUS RELAY IS OP£N erln-6 ' 
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~ STABILIZATION SYSTEM 

ASCS CALIBRATOR 
ANT, 
FAIRINGR£f1 
115Y AC lISY AC FAN BUS 
ASCS BUS 
SEC 24Y DC 

lUYAC 
 ASCS BUS 
~DUS 
Figure 3-3 
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SEC. 24V I>-C 
ASCS IUS 
TMPOsmON POTS 
--­
--­
seDR 109-7 
NOTE 
ONLY UFT YAW CONTROLS ARE SHOWN SINCE RIGHT 
YAW, PITCH ANI) ROLL CONTROlS ARE THE SAME. 
cn.c7-IO . 
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£NYHtO'~M ENTAL! SYSTEM 

CABIN 
TEMI'UAJUU 
• A0J' 
PlCG.A 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

.... I 

I 

I 
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EMERGENCY 0, 
QUANTITY 
o 
. 
,\SOl. 
"'4 
MAIN 
SQUIB 
BUS 
~~181'!----\~ 
SQUill 
~: 
t~ ~,
'----<11_.___ 
\SOl. 
SQUill 
BUS 
'" 
-, 
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JItTI$ON ROCKll' 
IISCAPI ROCKII' 
CFM"7.t 
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CO, PA~TlAL 
~ESSUIIE 
c 
SUIT 
tEMPERATURE 
, I 
.1 
. ~,:.;:J 
SUIT 
~SURE 
L 
0, PARTIAL 
~ESSURE 
----­ - ----~,~=-=--=-==-.J_~., lJ 
I ~li!! 
I. 
fiR 
SUIT fAN 
CU'iOFF R£l.AY 
SUIT FAN 
SELECTOR RELAY 
CABIN 
~fSSUR£ 
gUfF 
VALVE 
I f.' IICLOSI;D 30 SEC/30 MIN ~ I 
, * Il X~, 
, f L, 
~J 
BAS!C_ t,!J G j 5 1960 
CABIN AIR 
INUT VALVE 
MAIN OXYGfN ~fS$. 
fhlERG. OXYGEN ~fSS. 
SUIT CIRCUIT 
SEDR 109-7 
COOlANT 
OUANTITY 
-
-
COOLANT OXYGfN mss. f",<'.,,;,, :cr 
WATER _ 
CFM7-9. 
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LAUNCH ORBIT SEQUENCE' 
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5"8 1-,
-,.;; 
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Figure 3-6 
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~.;_:·__A_8_0_R_T__S_£Q__U£_N_C_£______~1 
lSOL \ 
24V D-C 
500111 
BUS 
MAIN24VD-C 
SQlJIB BUS 
Figure 3-7 
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COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
COMMOHcas 
lAND ANT£NN~S 
HF RECOVERY 
ANTENNA 
24V.D-C 
AUDIO BUS 
nE-iMP. SEC. PRE-lMI'. MAIN 1501. 6V STANDBY 
24V. o-c BUS 24V. o-c BUS D-C BUS 12V. D-C BUS 
3-10 
I'tIE-IMP.MAIN 
24V.I).C BUS 
Figure 3-5 
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'~'L~ COf.\tIHi;HC.~ TfOrJf. !!:YST£M I~~,,- rIP c>."" 4 
CO"''''OUClS 

llANO ANHNNA5 

_1 
... 
Hf RICOVI.V 
ANTlNNA 
P1t1·IM'. MAIN 
24V. D-C aus 
-------1----
Jit!l0rSlP 
,....."',. SEC. Pll·IMP. MAIN ISOL.6V 5TANDIIY CAP Sil'. liLA V 
24V. D-C IUS 24 ... D-C lUI o.c BUS 12 ... E).C BUI 
Figure 3-5 
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EMER. CAP. 
t
'"""'t---' 
UP. bVLrS 
~...~. K.....Y 
UI 1EP,L~TOCAP. I 80LT 
I 
l 
., 
TIME URO IEl.AY 
2SK.T.ll. 
RELAY 
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~ RETROGRADE SEQUENCE 
SfQ. CONTROi. .os~~e:n0 
DIIOJ'I1!LAY 
JKlI.. 
SQUIB 
IUS 
'---H.J'I':-;-_I '~tfI 
.. ATT. PEA"'• 
• BYPAsS RELAY 
_.t. 
'.. 
.CI5G RI!lAY 
Figure 3-8 
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RECOVERY SEQUENCE (PRE-IMPACT) 
MAIN 
SQUI8 
1U5 
ISOl 
SQUIB 
IUS 
·3-18 
;:, ... 
JOWIR SEI'. 
RIl.AY 
BASIC_- P,UG 1 5 1960 
RES, ANI) 
MAIN 
JITT.IIS.AY 
I 
Figure 3-9 
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G I MAIN CHUTE JElT. 
USEIIVE CHUTE JElT. 
TO lANDING 
BAG 'RESS 
SWITCH 
~;-. 
l . . 
fJASJC__ ilL'S I.i 19oa 
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~RECOVERY SEQUENCE (POST.IMPACT) 7 
MAIN 
SQUla 
IUS RESCUE AIDS 
sn. "A" 
TO$YS~ --An 
12:~:.D. +--tlA~N-D-B-AG.J 
PRESS. SWITCH 
I$Ol 
sQUla 
IUS 
roSYS.12SK. T."."D. "'-r~~,:,:,~
:t::.AY 
MAIN 

SQUIll 

IUS 
ISOL 
".. SQUIB 
IUS 
r 
Figure 3-10 
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